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Question:1. Explain what dumping is , giving some example. Does dumping raise any moral issues ? 
What are they? What would an ethical relativist say about dumping 
 
 
Answer: 

•Dumping is the practice that refers to practice of exporting to other countries products that 
have been banded or declared hazardous in United States. ( For example ) Manufacturer sold 
young children pajamas which contained dangerous chemical  tris that could harmful children’s 
health. Iraquies who died after  eating wheat treated with U.S banned mercury fungicide. Selling 
this products in third world countries does raise moral issues. These companies are only  seeking 
profitable Venues without thinking of the consequences and the people that might be effected. 
We could ask if countries affected should regulate these action and is it selling  harmful products 
a crime. I believe and ethical relativist will always justify or make excuse about the right reasons 
for dumping, for them moral norms are not universal and change within. Culture. 

 

 

Question: 2 . Speculate on why dumpers dump. Do you think they believe they are doing is morally 
permsissble? How would you look at the situation if you were one of the manufacturers of tris 
impregnated pajamas?  
 
Answer: 

•The dumping of products proved harmful in the U.S. such that these products ended 

up being used in the third world countries is not ethical. As a matter of fact, a country’s 

moral ideals are determined by the people living in that particular country. Therefore, 

the U.S. Has no ground to pass any judgment regarding the ideals are f another country. 

As an illustration , the Tris pajamas cannot be regarded as being morally ethical in the 

U.S. since they kill. The same thing may be viewed differently in another country. It is 

morally wrong if a product that causes harmful effects gets dumped into another 

country. It is morally ethical  in the U.S since they kill. The same thing may be viewed 

differently in another country.. it is morally wrong if a product that causes harmful 

effects gets dumped into in to other countries. It is morally right company decides to 

dump over produced safe products to a country that requires them.  

•If the products are being dumped to avoid proper disposal rules or financial loss then it is 

morally wrong. And if the products is dumped without the intent to make a profit and 

doesn’t cause harm then it is morally right. And its morally wrong to dump products into 



another country if it causes harm to humans, animals and environment and morally right it if 

doesn’t.,  

And if were manufacture I would stop this work by business way. 

 
 
 
 
Question:3 if no low is broken. Is there anything wrong with dumping? If so, when is it wrong and why ? 
Do any moral consideration support dumping products overseas when this violates U.S law ? 
Answer: 

•It is wrong to dump product even if there are no laws being broken because the product 

are still unsafe and can cause harm to humans, animals and for environment. Some  banned 

products used on foreign crops sometimes even make it back into the U.S. The only way 

dumping products can be morally justified is if the manufacture produced an excess amount 

of that product and it is safe, then selling those products in another country could be 

consider moral.  

•It is morally right a company decides to dump over produced safe products to a country 

that requires them. If products are being dumped to avoid proper disposal rules or financial 

loss then it is morally wrong. 

•Unfortunately for us, in the case of pesticides the effects of overseas dumping are now 

coming home. No law , however prohibits the sale of DDT and these other U.S banned 

pesticides overseas, where thanks to corporate dumping they “ is it proper for U.S 

government to sponsor the export of dangerous product overseas” can a moral argument 

be made in favor of dumping, when doing so does not violates U.S law. 

 

 

Question:4. What moral difference, if any does it make who is dumping, why are doing it, or 

what the product is? 

Answer: 

•It is morally wrong if a product that causes harmful effects gets dumped into other 

countries. It is morally right if a company decides to dump over produced safe products to a 

country that requires them. If products is dumped without the intent to make a profit and 

doesn’t cause harm then it is morally right. And it is morally wrong to dump products into 

another country causes game to humans, animals or the environment and morally right if it 

doesn’t. 

 

 

Question:5. Critically asses the present notification system. It is the right approach, or is it 

fundamentally flawed? 

Answer: 



•In theory the presentation has great thing to do the right things. It is morally right to 

notify countries of the products that the us banned use of but it us fundamentally 

flawed if the other country not utilize the information that has given that is given today 

to notify the people of danger of using the product. Some of these countries don’t have 

regulatory agencies to insure that the product being brought into their country are safe. 

They don’t has adequate testing to test the products that companies are wanting to 

bring. 

 

Question:6. Putting aside the question of legality , what moral argument can be given for and 

against dumping? What is your position or dumping , and what principles and values do you 

base it on? Should we have laws prohibiting more types of dumping? 

 

Answer: 

•A pro to Dumping products in the other countries is that it can help to being products that 

might have otherwise never made into the country and these products can sold at a cheaper 

rate to those that need it. Cons to Dumping products are that they can be unsafe and cause 

harm to humans, animals, and also for environment and sometime product dumped are 

used on crops that make it back into the U.S. I believe that dumping harmful products into 

other countries shouldn’t be allowed, these products can cause harm and even lead to 

death like it had in the past, killing is illegal universally and so should this. There should be 

laws prohibiting harmful products from being dumped into other countries, these laws 

should be accompanied by strict enforcement and punishment / fines. 

 
 
 
 


